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In 2011, Natascha and Yan Carrel, along with their 3 young children, boarded a plane and left

everything behind in Switzerland to pursue their dream in Australia.Despite leading successful

lives in Switzerland, they decided to change paths and go chase their big dream against all

logic, the dream that had been calling them for more than 10 years.Their hearts were full of

hope to start a new life on the other side of the world. Everyone was a total stranger to them

there and English was not their native language, creating, as you can imagine, the expected

cultural barriers and challenges.Sitting in that plane, they were miles away from being able to

image how hard the battle would be to reach their goal. Soon troubles would start, as only 2

months after their arrival in Australia, they lost their visas and were facing deportation. Later,

they had to fight more, as they almost found themselves in the situation of living on the streets

or even having to pack again and move interstate in order to remain lawfully in Australia.This

book will take you through their battles and successes, ups and downs, hopes and

feelings.They were pushed to their limits but never let go, even in the worst moments. They

were driven by the one and only passion for the country they loved, feeling that they belonged

in this sunburned land of red dust and paradise-like beaches."Don't Dream Your Life, Live Your

Dreams."Natascha Carrel is a wife, mum, and passionate online entrepreneur who is dedicated

to building a life of true fulfillment, a life where living her dreams is more important than

society's expectations.All in on a Dream is her first book, the story of her family’s adventure

that led her to become an inspirational leader for many as she shares her passion for lifestyle

creation and helps other families build more freedom in their life.Natascha and her husband

Yan work together as a team. Discover their world here: www.yanandnatcarrel.com.

"I loved this book! When I put it down, I couldn't wait to pick it back up and get into the next

chapter. The story pulled me in from the first page. I highly recommend this book. Natascha's

voice comes through so beautifully, keeping it true to her roots, keeping it real and vibrant. Her

story of her family's struggles and triumphs are so inspirational" - Louise"I loved hearing her

story, and only wish the book was longer and covered even more! And I was so glad that she

included photos. I'd like to know how old her kids are now and maybe what they think of the

move now, years later. I see she has written another book, and I'll be sure to read that when it

comes out." - Sandra"Just finished it. Love it. Leaves room for a sequel. People are going to

want to know ...the next chapters. They will be hooked. You have done really well. Great job

Natascha." - Gracie"I love how her story is raw, and it feels like you are experiencing it first

hand.Her book has encouraged me to never give up on your dream, to follow your heart, even

if it takes longer than you want and to listen to the universe...I would encourage everyone to

read it." - Christine" You have a gift! This is a wonderful book! I wish you and your family the

best! " - Kerrie--This text refers to the paperback edition.
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All in on a DreamWritten byNatascha CarrelCopyright © 2019 Natascha C. CarrelAll rights

reserved978-0-6484745-1-7First ebook edition: February 2019All rights reserved. Strictly no

part of this manuscript is to be reproduced, scanned, or transmitted in any form, digital or

printed, without the written permission of the author, Natascha C. CarrelDedicationI want to

dedicate this book to my three beautiful children, Kilian, Nolan, and Neela, as a legacy to our

amazing family adventure. This adventure has created special and unique bonds between the

five of us and I cherish them every day. I’m so happy we took on this huge challenge to create

the life we love all together.Dad and I moved you half a world away from everything you have

ever known to pursue a dream that was ours, and you have taken on the challenge with so

much courage and determination. You amaze us every day with your greatness. I deeply love

and enjoy every moment I have the honour to share with you. As we never know what

tomorrow will bring, this book is here to remind you of the limitless adventure life is and that

you can achieve anything you want in your life, anything! The only thing you need to do is

establish a plan and go for it with all your heart and passion!Never forget to love yourself, share

and spread love and kindness around you, dream big, and live your life with boldness and

purpose to create the most fulfilled life you deserve. Never let anyone tell you that you can't do

it, never!Laugh every day and always remember that I am and always will be immensely proud

of you.With all my love,Mum xxSpecial Thank You and MentionsThank you, my love.Life would

never be as fun, exciting, and fulfilling without you, my best friend, husband, and partner in

adventure, Yan. I love how we have the same vision and values for our life, I love how you

support me in everything I do, and I love how we complement each other so beautifully. I love

how you are the best dad to our kids, and most of all I love how they look upon you as model.I

love life with you, everyday xxThank you to our families for letting us go and fly with our own

wings towards new horizons.We know you don't necessary all understand our dream but you

let us go anyway, even though it is so hard for you. Please know that although we live so far

away from you, we love you all and will always remain proud of our Swiss origins. Grandpa, I

would have loved to show you Australia because it was always one of your dreams. Although

you have travelled a lot in your life, you never made it to the land of the kangaroos and koalas.

You feel too old now to take on the trip and come see us, and I understand. But I hope you will

read my book and understand how much we love life here and maybe it will bring a little bit of

Australia to you.ContentPrologueIntroductionChapter One - 10 years agoChapter 2: A new life

in South AustraliaChapter 3: The fight to stay in Australia and avoid deportationChapter 4:

From South Australia to New South Wales through the OutbackChapter 5: The next battle as

we create a new life in New South WalesChapter 6: Aussie LifeChapter 7: Flashback to THE

decision to move to AustraliaBonus: Photo sectionChapter 8: Rocky Road to Permanent

ResidencyChapter 9: A first trip back to our homelandChapter 10: 2015 a year of

growthChapter 11: The little things that make us expatsChapter 12: When the Universe plays

with usChapter 13: Sold and Wow!Chapter 14: The last convoyPrologueIn no way is this book

meant to give advice of any sort, nor to educate on a topic. This book is our true story, our

family adventure, and I would like to stress that every step of our migration process that has

been described in this story is based on true facts from when the events took place. Things are

moving fast in this domain and I would only recommend you take this book as inspiration and

not as a guide. This book has been written for inspirational purposes, as I deeply enjoy sharing

the message of living a life with purpose and fulfilment. Everyone has dreams, and whatever

they are, dreams exist to be lived.I have come to a place in my life where I now understand that



my clear personal purpose is to share a message of inspiration, a message to motivate people

to go chase their dream and to keep believing in it even in the moments when it seems

impossible. I want to inspire people to step into their own truth.By sharing our story, our

struggles, and determination, all I want is to tell you, "You can, if you want it enough!"As there

is only one shot at life, at least on this Earth, we knew we had no other choice than to go

pursue our personal dream. There is no way I would like to come to the end of my time in this

life and have regrets, and the same is true for my husband Yan. This book is written by me, a

non-English native person. To keep our story as real and authentic as possible, I want it to

keep "my accent" I have purposely left the proofreading to a minimum of spelling, basic

grammar, and punctuation. This book is not meant to be state-of-the-art English literature, as it

would not be me.I am originally a Swiss girl who speaks English with a mix of French and

Swiss-German accent. When you couple that to the Aussie slang that is slowly growing in me,

you are in for a "unique blend and colourful accent" and I actually hope it will reflect through

the reading of our adventure.IntroductionAugust 24th 2011This grey and generic corridor is so

long.My backpack is slowly sliding down my left shoulder as I keep running along the corridor,

pushing our bright green pram with a very grumpy and tired Neela inside. The last few days

have been extremely hectic and hard on all of us, but she's only sixteen months old and can't

yet understand what's happening. Crying her little heart out seems to be her way to deal with it

right now. With my left hand, I grab Nolan's little hand in an attempt to make my six-year-old

son run faster too and sort of keep pushing as fast as I can with only one hand on the pram

handles; every parent would know how tricky this might be. Yan and Kilian have already

reached the gate. Only about 20 more meters and we'll be there too. The gate lady is

impatiently waiting for us to get there to close the doors. After all, her job is to get everyone

inside that plane on time.At this stage, the only thing I care about is that we not miss our flight,

OUR flight to our new life, and I totally ignore the look she gives me and the two kids as we

pass the glass doors and eventually reach the gate.This morning has been absolutely frenetic

and crazy with bad traffic to the airport, so bad that we only got two minutes to say goodbye to

Yan's dad Rene, and we had to run away towards security check and dramatically wave

goodbye, feeling absolutely crushed to see him standing there on his own, gently waving back

and slowly starting to grasp the feeling of emptiness that our departure will create.Then, the

security guy took our case personally and decided to examine all our hand luggage very

meticulously, wasting some very precious minutes we already didn't have. We were still

standing at security as the PA was announcing boarding for our flight. But when finally the

plane starts to move and I finally catch my breath, I slowly turn my head across the plane

towards Yan, sitting over the aisle with Kilian, and from my window seat I can see my husband

and my three kids and an immense feeling of serenity starts to reach me. Although the morning

had been nothing like I imagined our departure from Switzerland would be, as a few tears roll

down my cheeks, I know they are tears of relief, happiness, and excitement. I am deeply

excited about a new adventure, a new life in Australia, a life we had been dreaming about for

10 years. This flight from Basel to London is the first leg of the travel; in thirty-six hours we will

be back to Australia.This day could have been just any other summer day in Switzerland. But it

also happens to be our 10th wedding anniversary, exactly today.Chapter One - 10 years

agoTen years ago today, August 24th 2001, I said yes to my best friend and partner in

adventure, Yan. And as our aircraft is gaining altitude and we are now well and truly on our way

back to Australia, and kids are settled after the craziness of the airport, I slowly close my eyes

and remember where it all started, 10 years ago…A common envy to explore Australia pushed

Yan and I to make it our honeymoon destination. We had this desire to make our honeymoon



special, and not just two weeks of resort-style enjoyment on a beautiful tropical island before

coming back to the usual grind, only possessing pictures to remind us that, yes, we actually

went on a honeymoon. We wanted to live something special.At this stage, I was employed as a

travel agent in Zurich and traveling was a big part of our life. We were jet setters and truly

enjoyed it, catching a plane on Friday to Helsinki, Paris, Berlin, New York, Greece, Egypt,

wherever it would take us, and coming back on Monday or a week or two later. We were living

so close to the airport and the departure route, it felt like we could almost touch the airplanes

flying over our tiny one-bedroom attic apartment. Traveling really was our thing, and every little

bit of money earned would go towards a new destination. I would check out the flight status

and reservation quotas and book us two seats on a plane wherever I would find a super cheap

ticket. We were basically open to exploring every place we could and making as many new

experiences as possible. But there was something special about Australia, something

magnetic. So, in September 2001, newly wed, young, in love, and totally naïve, we landed in

Perth after a few days’ stopover in Hong Kong. It was our first visit Down Under and the only

thing that would scare me was the idea of a snake encounter.I knew we were about to live the

adventure of our life, but I was not prepared for what was going to happen to us on this

honeymoon trip. I don't think anyone would be ready to fall in love on their honeymoon, right? A

love that would shake up our entire world and make us see our future life entirely differently. A

love that would be so intense we'd be willing to leave the life we knew behind us to create

something so extremely different, half a world away from our families and friends. A love that

would make us spend ten years in uncertainty and a desperate hunt for approval from our

entourage. A love that would make us grow into stronger individuals willing to set their dream

alive. A love that would cause us to make lots of sacrifices but also gain much more.On this

trip, our honeymoon, Yan and I, both deeply fell in love with AUSTRALIA and a LIFESTYLE. It

hit us both like a virus we didn't see coming. This 6-month trip shaped us into new people, and

as days would pass, experiences would be lived, places would be discovered, amazing people

would be met, we slowly started to think differently and it opened our eyes to new

possibilities.It did not happen just like that, but instead over the days, weeks, and months, as

we were discovering this magnificent country and its people, the nature, incredible beaches,

the roughness of life in the Outback, the astonishing beauty of the sunsets over the ocean, or

the red dirt of Australia. We were both completely and drastically in awe about Australia. That

feeling was so powerful that when the day came to start thinking about going back home to

Switzerland and stepping back into our world, we felt lost, so lost.But let me tell you more

about this trip, as it truly is the essence and foundation of our love for Australia. We had

organized the “renting” of an old Toyota HiAce camper van from a couple of Swiss people for

the entire journey and were going to return it in Cairns after five and a half months of travel.

Now we know it was a mistake, as we ended up paying far too much, but back then, in 2001,

the internet wasn't such a big thing, at least for us, and information wasn't as readily accessible

as it is now. Clearly, we should have bought a vehicle on arrival and sold it at the end of the

trip, but we always know better afterwards, right? As one of my favourite mentors says, "Life

always makes sense in reverse."Our trip started in Perth and we very naively took possession

of our van, 385'000 km on the clock already, which seemed totally crazy and a bit doubting to

us Swiss people because you would never get that many kilometres out of a car in Switzerland,

never!And off we went towards Kalgoorlie. We left Perth on a public holiday, Queen's Birthday

to be precise, and thought we would just stop on the road somewhere to get some groceries

and spare water, as the two supermarkets we stopped at were closed. Little did we know or

realize that once you leave town, there's nothing but road and dirt for kilometres and



kilometres. No shops, no service stations for miles, no nothing, not even phone reception! So

we spent our first night somewhere on a roadside stop with basically nothing else in the

stomach than the horrible burger we luckily got from the oldest, crappiest roadhouse you could

imagine after driving for hours.The next morning, we woke up strangely confused and already

we had learned our first Australian lesson. Before going anywhere further, we needed a plan,

water, and food and we needed a real map so we could decide where to get our essentials.

There is no such thing as “we go and see what happens” in Australia once you leave

civilization. Looking back, I guess it was a good thing we learned that lesson very early on our

trip and without any other consequences than being a bit hungry. It gave us the skills to move

from the grade of stupid and dangerous tourists to a little more organized travellers, especially

so as we would travel to far more remote places during the next coming months. I believe the

Western Coast of Australia made us discover the most impressive sunsets we've ever seen.

We would often stop and spend the night close to a beach and spend hours walking on the

sand and soaking in those sunsets, talking and changing the world one step at a time. On the

Western Coast, we encountered the majestic World Heritage ecosystem of Monkey Mia and

learned about sharks and dolphins, walked for the first time on a beach made exclusively from

white shells at Shell Beach, climbed rocks and loops at Kalbarri National Park, where we also

saw our first snake, and enjoyed the sand dunes of Carnarvon. We spent entire days driving

and not passing by any other car for hours, with the only distraction being counting dead

kangaroos and livestock on the roadside. We learned to calculate how far our fuel would take

us and if we actually would make it to the next roadhouse to fill up, which was always a bit

nerve-wracking. We discovered cities built entirely around mining projects where the sun is so

hot you can cook an egg on a rock and the dust so present and sticky that your lungs start

burning if you breathe in too deeply. We learned about the pearl industry and the influence of

Asians in a city like Broome, where, at the epiphany of the pearl commerce at the beginning of

the 20th century, people would kill for the little gem that a perfect pearl is. We met our first

Aboriginal people and crocodiles in the Kimberley and swam in our first Rock Pools before

arriving in tropical and very humid and hot Darwin in the Northern Territory, the first "big" city

after Perth we had left a few weeks ago.In Darwin, the expression of torrential rains took all its

meaning for us as we experienced our first tropical "mini cyclone," and I must admit we

struggled a bit with the extremely high temperatures and levels of humidity of the tropics. So

much so that it wasn't unusual for us to hang out at the Casuarina shopping centre for a few

hours a day, just to cool down and enjoy the aircon, a luxury we sure didn't have in our van.

Discovering the Kakadu National Park certainly is one of the highlights; such a timeless place,

so many emotions to discover, Aboriginal paintings and history among waterfalls and and the

lush beauty of nature.We spent three weeks in Darwin before getting moving again towards

Katherine Gorges and one of my absolute favourite places in Australia, Mataranka Springs; this

tropical spring-fed and mineral-rich thermal pool just feels like a tropical oasis in the roughness

of the Australian Outback. Of course we travelled through the MacDonnell Ranges towards

Alice Springs, The Olgas and the world-famous Uluru, all icons of Australia. But our favourite

was without a doubt the sunrise hike we did over the immensity of Kings Canyon and then

down towards the refreshing Garden of Eden, as well as the nights we spent at the Devils

Marbles. If I would need to describe the place, I'd say "it is where the sky meets Earth." For the

first time in my life, I actually experienced the fact that our Earth is round, and the beauty of the

millions of stars covering the sky at night was just the most incredible feeling of calm and

serenity possible. We spent hours watching this majestic nocturne spectacle Mother Nature

was sharing with us.Further down south, the Stuart Highway would take us to Cooper Pedy, an



Outback city where people live underground and the precious opal gem is their livelihood.

Cooper Pedy is unique and the landscape is nothing like we had ever seen before. As we left

Cooper Pedy and were continuing our migration south, we also slowly started to move towards

cooler temperatures and, as we hit the Barossa Valley, I can say that for the first time in weeks

I was actually cold. I remember wondering if there could actually be more of a difference

between the two worlds: the capital city of Opal and the world-renowned wine region?

Wineries, fine cuisine, and black swans certainly contrasted nicely with the aridity of the desert

we had experienced for the last weeks, and we welcomed it as we also welcomed some

refreshing rainy days. Although Adelaide didn't impress us much as a city, it felt reinvigorating

to be back into civilization and stock up on essentials, shop fresh produces at colourful local

markets, and meet up again with the ocean, breathe in the ocean breeze and feel the salt on

our skin. We had now hit the southern end of the continent and the wildness of the coast and

landscapes really was impressive. Adelaide provided the gateway to Kangaroo Island, where

we finally met our first koalas and seals in their real habitat. The iconic Great Ocean Road, one

of the most scenic coastal drives in the world, was our next Australian highlight and, although

super touristic, we totally loved the landscape and the immensity and breathtaking view over

the Southern Ocean. We went back on memory lane and played gold diggers in

Ballarat, immersed ourselves into the surf culture in Torquay, and played tourists in vibrant

multi-cultural Melbourne.After visiting the Australian capital city of Canberra, where we

discovered the Australian cultural, military, and politic history of the country, we then finally

reached the one and only Sydney. What a city! The beauty of the harbor, the impressive

architectural masterpieces that are the Opera House and the Harbor Bridge truly amazed us

and we spent a couple of weeks enjoying the vibe and atmosphere of this incredible city. From

iconic places like Bondi Beach, The Rocks or Darling Harbor, The Blue Mountains, name it –

we loved them all. Our plan the entire time was to celebrate Christmas 2001 on Bondi Beach,

like so many other travellers do every year. It's sort of a cult for travellers to meet there on

Christmas and celebrate together on this very famous beach with people from all over the

world. However, the Universe decided differently for us, as massive bush fires were burning

and dreading the city. We were advised to leave Sydney early for our own safety as our

caravan park got evacuated and of course we decided to follow the official recommendations

and started to move up north earlier than expected. On our route towards Nelson Bay, where

we had decided we would settle for the festive season and make it a "holiday" until after New

Year, we briefly stopped on the Central Coast, about 100 km north of Sydney at a place called

Shelly Beach. We stayed only for one night, as being school holiday time it was crazy busy,

especially with other travellers escaping Sydney and the dangerous fire situation. That

afternoon, Yan and I went for a long walk along the beach as we would do most of the time. We

watched the volunteer surf lifesavers on patrol and a little later in the day the young nippers

came along for training. I remember joking about those funny fabric hats they were all wearing

to go in the water; it didn't make much sense to us why they would wear those but we sure

were impressed to see them on their boards and the level of skills they had battling through

what was a very decent surf – at least we thought so.Little did we know at that moment that we

would be back on that exact beach 11 years later with our own children. Little did we realize on

that moment, that we would actually be part of that exact same Surf Club and live there and

wear those caps! Never in a million years would we have guessed it in that moment!

Celebrating Christmas on a beach was grandiose to us because it was different from

everything we knew from Switzerland, and it felt so exotic in a way. No snow, ice and cold

winds, no big family reunions going on for hours where everyone overeats and goes nuts on



presents. It was super simple: we ate fresh prawns and chocolate cake looking at the ocean

and feeling so free and happy, and the simple life was treating us so well!Moving up the

Eastern Coast, we couldn't help but notice how much more populated New South Wales was

compared to everything we had seen so far in Australia. I believe this sort of made us move

faster toward Queensland and, after stopping at places like Port Macquarie, Coffs Harbor, and

Byron Bay, we entered the last state we would visit during this trip, Queensland.After crossing

the border, during three days we lived on the wrong day time, as we didn't realize we had to

move our clock back an hour. We eventually noticed but, really, how crazy is that? Who can live

on the wrong time and not realize it during three days? This would never happen in "normal

life," when you're in the system, working and running from one appointment to the other, when

time and punctuality are dictating our lives. I will never forget this weird and unexpected

experience, as I believe it was one of the first eye openers for me in regard to lifestyle and the

craziness of our society.I am still not sure what it is, but there's something about Queensland

that feels different to me and I believe to Yan as well. Something that makes me feel

unbelievably well and relaxed. Queensland has a relaxing effect on me. I instantly loved the

vibe, the laid-back attitude we could grasp, and the energy all around. We had real fun on the

Gold Coast playing tourists in the theme parks. Brisbane, although being quite a large city was

feeling so simple and easy-going compared to the rush and hectic pace of Sydney, nowhere as

impressive though. And we eventually arrived in Noosa on the Sunshine Coast. Noosa, what to

say? Noosa hit us in the guts, Noosa and the stunning beaches and laid-back lifestyle. Noosa

and the sub-tropical climate, amazing lush vegetation, and national parks. Noosa felt like an

oasis. Noosa made us feel dizzy and we questioned too many things we did never think about

before. Noosa got us deeply... We just wanted to stay there; we felt like we were home.But we

moved on and continued our journey up the coast. We went sailing in the Whitsunday Islands,

snorkelling on the Great Barrier Reef, hiking and waterfall hunting in the Tablelands, exploring

Cape Tribulation and tropical Port Douglas. We clearly had the time of our lives but something

had changed since we were in Queensland. We could both feel it deeply inside us, it was

hypnotizing, and with every day getting us closer to flight back home from Cairns we would feel

more and more depressed.It had shifted from being this truly amazing traveling experience

where life was easy, simple, and all about fun, discovering, and experiences to something

deeper and confusing, a more life-questioning situation. It was clear; we had fallen in love on

our honeymoon. We had fallen in love not only with Australia but also with a lifestyle. How could

we ever be the same again and go back to an office? How could we ever go back to a routine

and a life of musts and dos after such an experience? How could we even imagine going back

to a life where there is no ocean and beach and so little sun and warmth? How could we even

be thinking of leaving Australia behind us?We spent hours debating the subject and I lost count

of the sleepless nights. It felt like such a crazy and unrealistic idea to stay in Australia. But on

14th February 2002, and I am to this day still not sure why, it was with a sinking and very heavy

heart that we boarded that Cathay Pacific flight home via Hong Kong. And when the plane took

off, the tears on my face were real. The tears on my face were coming from a place of sadness

and total confusion. I looked at Yan and no words were needed; we both were feeling the same:

we were flying home but also leaving a home behind us.Chapter 2: A new life in South

AustraliaAugust 26th 2011 ... Our Singapore Airline aircraft has just landed, we are still moving

on the tarmac but I can now clearly see the terminal with the big letters: ADELAIDE. Again, I

feel overwhelmed with emotions of all sorts, joy, excitement, apprehension, but by now I guess

the fatigue of the long journey and the last few weeks has certainly had an influence on my

state of mind. We are on Australian land. After ten years, we are finally back! I feel like I need to



pinch myself, not sure if this is all a dream or happening in my reality right now.However, once

we are standing in line at the immigration station, a very large hall with navy blue carpet and

several desks and what seem to be extremely long queues, I feel almost sick with anxiousness.

Lots of tired families, crying kids, impatient backpackers, suntanned surfers, and stressed

business people all mixed up in the same room. Police officers are walking around with sniffle

dogs looking out for drugs, stopping at every piece of hand luggage, which is scaring the kids.

The line is not moving and it seems to take hours. I am holding our five Swiss passports tightly

in my hand, knowing there is absolutely nothing to worry about since we all have our

Temporary Residency Visa on the microchip. We have the needed medical insurance papers,

and there's absolutely nothing in our luggage we can't take into the country, but I can't help

myself and feel nervous like never before. It feels like this totally random person behind this

counter has huge power over us. Are you, total stranger, really going to let us in and live our

Australian dream; do you have this power?As we finally get the much-awaited and anticipated

stamp in our passports, have collected all our luggage, and are slowly moving our way out of

customs, I need to slowly repeat to myself several times, "That's it. You are in Australia, and it

all went well," as it hasn't sunk in yet. I actually believe I am walking around with a huge smile

on my face, reflecting true appreciation and a massive dose of relief. Meanwhile, seven-year-

old Kilian has completely passed out, deeply asleep on the luggage trolley. He had set himself

the goal of not sleeping during the entire flying time. Our oldest son certainly reached his goal

but, on the flip side, he won't remember at all his first day in Australia, his new home. We enter

the airport arrival hall and there we see it: CARREL, our last name written on a white board.

Steve and Sue are there waiting for us. It feels almost surreal to have someone waiting for us in

a country where we don't know anyone yet.It is only 9 a.m. in Adelaide, the sky is blue, the sun

is out and bright, but it is not as warm as we would have anticipated. I am even wondering if my

clothes-packing decisions were the right ones. What goes in the container and what comes

with us in the suitcase? A real dilemma. We are traveling with only minimal luggage which

consists of mostly kid's stuff and books in French dispersed in one suitcase and a backpack

each, and Neela's pram. Everything else has been packed into a 20-foot container by a British

moving company, then travelled by truck to Southampton, England and is now waiting at the

docks for clearance to then be uploaded on a boat and due to arrive in Adelaide early

November. It was a hard decision to make if we would actually move furniture and belongings

or not, and we decided we would want to have some of our favourites with us to create a

feeling of home in a land where we don't have any roots or family. I am fighting to keep my eyes

open, as we are making our way down south towards Moana Beach, a suburb we decided to

set camp first for its beach location and easy access to the city. Steve is driving our white rental

minivan and trying to get us acquainted with the area, explaining, in his very strong Aussie

accent, quite a lot of what seems to be important information, but my brain is not coping right

now, and the only thing I can do is sit there and look through the window, taking it all in, trying

to gasp every little detail of the moment. Sue is following in her car. I suspect they do not trust

our left-hand side driving skills quite yet, especially not on that level of tiredness. I must admit

that traveling with three children, although they have been absolutely amazing the entire

journey, is definitely more tiring than traveling without kids, and Yan and I definitely didn't get

much sleep in the past few weeks either. Steve and Sue are part of the international recruiter

team based here in Adelaide that facilitated Yan's employer-sponsored visa as carpenter/joiner.

What they basically did was organize the job interview between their client, a large, high-end

building company and Yan, future potential employee, and then also organized our visa once

the working contract had been signed. They acted as what is officially called a migration agent



and charge a fortune to do so. After forty minutes of driving, we finally arrive to what will be

our home for the next two weeks, a cabin in a caravan park that I booked two days ago on the

way to the airport in Switzerland. To be honest, I Googled “caravan park in Moana” and booked

the first cabin I got.In the craziness of the last departure preparations with sorting out our

visas, important papers, international money transfers, packing the house, the never-ending

heartbreaking goodbyes to our family and friends, and all the thousands of little things that

needed to be done, booking an accommodation was not on the top priority list. We left our

home country with a plan and the goal of building a new beach life in Australia, ideally Noosa,

and becoming permanent residents and Australian citizens in the coming years. Our plan is not

perfectly laid out step by step, but we are going to stick with the goal whatever it takes. And we

don't know it yet, but it will take a lot more willpower and determination than we ever could

have imagined at this stage of the journey.For the first impressions, the caravan park reveals to

be perfectly located right on a beautiful long beach, the cabin is extremely simple and small but

still pleasant, and our boys are very excited to have a tennis court in front of our cabin. On that

first day, after Steve and Sue have left us, we all take a well-deserved break and sleep for a few

hours before having to take care of some essentials and make our way to IKEA. Yes, we just

travelled half a world and decide to go shopping at IKEA. It does sound weird, I totally agree,

but we figured it would be the best place to buy all bedding needs, sheets, doona, cushions,

bath towels, all those things we didn’t take in our suitcase and will need for the night and

before our container will arrive in a couple of months. Have you ever visited an IKEA abroad?

Let me tell you, except for the language on the etiquette and the currency, nothing could

indicate you in what country you are in; somehow boring, right?Three things are on our top

priority list for today after bedding shopping. First one is to arrange an appointment with our

future bank to get our banking cards sorted and to make sure the accounts are all ready to go

once we get our international money transfer from our Swiss accounts transiting through an

English money broker. Secondly, we need to arrange a mobile phone connection so that we

can start communicating with the world again, especially with our family and friends, as well as

accessing the internet, and, finally, of course get some food. After three days of travel, we just

need a proper meal but it is so late that night by the time we get to think about eating that we

end up in a fast food place we've never heard about before called Red Rooster. There's no

such thing as Red Rooster in Switzerland, at least not in 2011 to my knowledge, and as far as

we can see right now, there's a lot less fast food in general in Switzerland. Maybe we are just in

a very fast food-loving area right now, who knows, but that scares me a little.To get back to the

money transfer topic, we actually got a little bit in a rush a week ago, before leaving, as there

was a huge financial inflation in currencies happening and the two brokers we were

considering working with contacted us in urgency saying, we should act right now and not wait

until after arrival in Australia. We had to decide if we were going to secure everything at once

and with which broker to seal the deal for the currency change. Yan and I were feeling under

quite a bit of pressure that day to say the least; however, we have a reputation of making great

decisions under stressful circumstances and trusted our guts. Within an hour the order was

given to move all funds from the sale of our house as well as our pensions and savings and,

boy, was that a great decision. I couldn't believe it, but they were right and we secured such an

amazing profit out of the currency exchange compared to if we would have done it a day before

or even a day after. We are talking almost 25%, which is unbelievable and will make a great

difference towards making our dream become real. Because of the urgency of the situation, I

was still moving money around on the way to the airport, in transfer at the Heathrow airport

and in Singapore on our stopover. I was chasing the Wi-Fi connections like a furious crazy lady,



and this is one of the reasons we really needed internet access as soon as possible, as well as

an appointment with the bank to go in for personal identification and to get everything

activated. Again, it is not rolling out as we had planned initially but, although it is creating a

state of urgency and stress, it is for our best interests. I feel like the Universe is watching over

us and is giving us a sign that we are on our right path and everything will be alright.
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MW, “EXCELLENT BOOK about what it takes to follow your dream!!!. This book is an excellent

account of what it’s like to chase after your dream! As an immigrant myself, I found this to be

so relatable. And it made me realize just how much stress my parents have faced when they

decided to move to another country in search for their dream.It was so inspirational to watch

Natascha and her family tirelessly and persistently addressing challenge after challenge during

their journey. I found myself glued to the book wondering if they were going to make it or face

deportation from the country in which they dreamt of living for so long!If you want to chase

after your dreams, read this book! Get inspired and motivated!”

The book by Natascha Carrel has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 1 people have provided feedback.
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